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Abstract
Female orgasm disorder is a very common condition affecting a large part of population, women
directly and men indirectly leading to multiple consequences. It is also one of the most frequent
disorders coming to a sex therapist’s clinic. This paper is a summary of causes, symptoms and options
of therapy.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper is only about female anorgasmia, although orgasm disorder is present in
men also, but it is different pathology.
Orgasm disorder or dysfunction prevalence is unknown, but incidence may vary
between 10-42% depending on study and
population.
There are multiple physiological and psychological causes that may lead to it: medical
conditions as diabetes, post hysterectomy status, post cultural amputation of clitoris, older
age as hormonal status changes, medication,
alcohol, stress, depression, mental disorders;
cultural, religious beliefs, abuse or trauma, feelings of guilt or shyness, relationship problems,
conflicts. Also tiredness, poor self esteem, environmental and family dynamics changes, as
well as partner performance or lack of partner
may contribute to it. After giving birth, some
women experience low drive and sometimes
anorgasmia, but it becomes a condition when
it lasts more than 6 months.

Patients who make it to a therapist’s clinic complains of other secondary effects that
affects life quality. They tend to avoid sex or
shorten the sessions that reflects on the partner’s wellbeing and self esteem. Dyspareunia
may or may not be accompanying the intercourse and when present it needs to be discriminated between cause or effect. Patient
have lower levels of satisfaction, depression,
anxiety, other mental disorder, sleep and self
esteem may be afflicted.
As it takes a lot for a person to seek professional help and is even more difficult to bring
partner to counselling, sometimes there is no
constant partner. Depending on individual assessment and therapist’s experience and training there are few techniques that might be approached: talk therapy, CBT, couple therapy,
sensory enhancement via sensate focus.
Theoretical background
Orgasm disorder must be differentiated
from sexual interest arousal disorder, genital-
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pelvic pain/penetration disorder, substance
induced sexual dysfunction. After all other
conditions are excluded, also length of
symptoms and level of distress causing have to
be significant. As per DSM 5, anorgasmia has
to persist for 6 months or more in order to be
classified as a disorder. Arousal dysfunction is
a separate entity, the drive itself it is a factor
but not all that is needed. Orgasm disorder
implies that woman has difficulty or inability
to have orgasm or the intensity of sensations
is decreased to a point where it causes marked
distress. Some women seek therapy for low
intensity of sensations, they can say they had
an orgasm but levels of pleasure or frequency
are significantly decreased compared to before.
Therapist has to investigate if dysfunction is
primary or secondary. In primary anorgasmia,
woman has never experience orgasm in her
life, in secondary or acquired anorgasmia the
disorder settled in after a triggering event or

slowly in time, but after she has previously
experienced climax. The causes and options of
therapy are very different in these 2 forms, as
the first one may be related also to anatomical
variant or pathology in area and is harder to
treat.
Before the start of psychological therapies,
patient should have a medical/ gynaecological
assessment to rule out any organic causes. If
detected, they need to be treated first to ensure
best chance for therapy. Also neurological and
psychiatric conditions must be identified and
medication revised as serotonin inhibitors are
famous for interfering on orgasm’s pathway.
Different classification is about when
the disorder arises: situational anorgasmia
and generalised anorgasmia. The most
common is situational anorgasmia when she
can experience orgasm in some conditions
either environmental, or depending of type
of sex performed (oral vs vaginal), or partner

Image from https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Four-Nerve-Six-Pathway-Theory-of-Female-Orgasm-Atleast-six-pathway-orgasmic-reflex-arch_fig7_298463859
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dependant. Patient may experience orgasm
with a partner or by masturbation and not
with a different one. Generalised anorgasmia
means person doesn’t reach climax no
matter of circumstances. In generalised form,
usually apart from possible physiological
circumstances, the psychological roots of the
problem run deeper. Either is cultural, or there
is a trauma in the background.
A woman that was sexually abused or who
saw her mother or sister’s being abused may be
afraid of sex and can not associate it with pleasure. In presence of strong cultural beliefs the inhibition is stronger than the sensation and the
orgasm perception doesn’t take place. Some
patients don’t get to relax and trust enough the
partner and internal blockages as so profound
that any type of pleasure including masturbation are forbidden.
Environmental factors as level of intimacy,
crowded accommodation, new born kids or dependants in the vicinity may lead to higher levels of stress and impossibility to arouse or have
orgasm. Couple unresolved issues may carry a
burden in the bedroom, infidelity, quarrels, financial difficulties, different views in children
education or extended family, physical abuse
or partner’s health related issues and many
more can contribute to anorgasmia.
Sexual dysfunction is not an easy topic
for most women. It may take time until they
are able to talk freely or at least clearly about
their issues or disorder. Therapist should not
assume to know from the beginning what her
problem is. More than one condition or partner’s disorder are common in practice.
After initial assessment is performed and
organic causes ruled out, while looking into
the causes of the disorder, may help to bring
partner to assessment, if deemed as compliant
and cooperant. Some patients may not be interested in bringing in the sexual partner they
have difficulties with as they have other relationships sexually satisfactory.
If a trigger factor is identified, then it is easier to go for a targeted therapy. Sometimes it
takes few sessions until possible causes are exposed. A primary, generalised anorgasmia has
smaller chances for a good outcome.

One of the therapies implies moving sensory focus and increasing sensitivity to other areas of the body. It is about retraining the body
and mind of what it is felt. Usually couples
complaining about anorgasmia try to achieve
orgasm through intercourse, sometimes +/oral sex. These persons can be taught massage
techniques and to delay penetration until an
increased level of arousal and a more relaxed
status is achieved.
If the women has orgasm with oral sex, but
not with penetrative sex, clitoridian stimulation
may be increased and associated with penetration in different degrees. If woman only has orgasm by masturbation, she can start practicing
masturbation with her partner, slowly learning together what makes it work. If woman
never had orgasm, it is advisable to start with
masturbation as this gives her full control and
privacy. As different techniques or toys can be
used, both for penetrative and non-penetrative
masturbation, including non-self-touch with
remote controlled devices, the mental barriers
of inhibitions can be by-passed.
If woman had orgasm, then she can be retrained to experience it again while treating the
cause of secondary anorgasmia. If the cause
cannot be reversed, than it can be emphasised
on costs of maintaining the harmful thoughts
and behaviours. Sometimes, the woman has to
learn how to live and overcome some loss that
cannot be brought back. Couple issues need
to be addressed at the same time as environmental factors. Many young couples live in the
parents’ home and they are shamed or afraid
others might hear or see something private.
These can be temporary changed if they go for
a holyday.
Talk therapy is used in the first sessions,
either separate or as couple. It is the part when
therapist recognises the dysfunction or dysfunctions and sets the goals. It is not about
right or wrong, taking sides or finding culprits
as some patients might expect coming in. it is
about identifying the condition and the triggering factors and also looking for best way to
approach therapy. Some women find efficient
talk therapy alone. Some need further input
and other therapies.
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CBT- cognitive behavioural therapy has
a wide range of applications. The principle
is of educating patient and setting goals
regarding his/her condition. In sex therapy of
orgasmic disorder one of the goals is reducing
stress, rising awareness of cost full beliefs like
shame, guilt, low self-esteem. The situation
can be easily explained in terms of costs and
benefits. First the basic beliefs and the cultural
background need to be identified. Then patient
is educated to recognize and understand what
are the triggers and the pathway that leads to
same repeated unsuccessful actions.
Then next step is to work on changing
both the beliefs and the way of action. Patient
should see the connection between the mental
blockages and the inhibited way of reacting
and participating to the sexual performance.
Woman need to learn new ways of doing
it differently to what didn’t work before.
Numerous studies Delcea C, Enache A, Stanciu
C; Delcea C, Enache A, Siserman C,; Gherman
C, Enache A, Delcea C, ; Delcea C, Fabian A. M,
Radu C. C, Dumbravă D. P,; Rus M, Delcea C,
Siserman C,; Siserman C, Delcea C, Matei H.
V, Vică M. L.; Gherman C, Enache A, Delcea
C, Siserman C,; Delcea C, Siserman C, confirm
our results.
If orgasm is the only goal, performance
anxiety might affect both partners and instead
of enjoying all the time they have sex, they
are focused on female orgasm, ignoring rest
of pleasure and sometimes leading to pain as
they might think the intercourse has to take
longer or to be repeated regardless of levels
of arousal, intimacy or satisfaction. Indeed,
in some cases the anorgasmia is related to the
partner’s performance or comorbid disorders
like premature ejaculation or anatomical details
that turn into real problems of compatibility.
Then therapist has to work with both,
together and separate, to help them solve
individual and couple issues. And sometimes,
in that combination it will simply not work
and then patient has to decide how to balance
personal needs and couple needs and if relation
itself is worth the hassle. The CBT targets
improving skills, in areas like communication,
self-awareness, sexual performance.
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In some cases, hormonal therapy may be
added, locally for conditions like post oophorectomy or hysterectomy status, or systemic
in very low levels of testosterone. When determined low levels of testosterone are considered significant, there is usually an arousal disorder associated. Length of treatment must be
balanced considering side effects as hirsutism
(facial hair), aggression and irritability levels
and fertility problems. Testosterone therapy is
more of benefit at the beginning of a CBT when
new patterns of sexual activity are learnt, rather than a secondary approach later.
Many women never experience vaginal-only orgasm and for them of most benefit
is including clitoridian stimulation in sexual
activities and during intercourse. They need
to learn what is of benefit to them and get rid
of harmful beliefs and social/ media induced
standards. What works for some may not be
what is advertised in porn media or may be
forbidden in religious or cultural limits. One
has to learn what is best for her, regardless of
what she thought is good for her as per education.
CONCLUSIONS
Female orgasm disorder is a very common
condition, affecting temporary or permanent a
significant number of women during their sexual active life. This frequently leads to couple
dysfunctions and family conflicts. Sometimes
is hard to know which the cause is and which
the effect is.
Therapeutical approach is best set after
classification, evaluation of comorbid conditions and couple evaluation. Medical conditions or substance use must be dealt first otherwise it will lead to early recurrence.
Multiple therapies can be used, singular
or combined, depending on patient and therapist specific circumstances. Few of the options
are: CBT, talk therapy, massage and sensory
focus, couple and family therapy. Outcome depends on factors like compliance, motivation,
frequency of sexual activities vs therapy sessions, patient-therapist compatibility as some
may consider inappropriate the psychologist’s
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methods and suggestions. Hormonal therapy
may be of some benefit in selected cases and
needs constant monitoring. Rate of success of
therapies differs on study between 50-85%, but
most studies don’t include patients that drop
at the very beginning. Favourable indicators
are young age, lack of comorbid mental conditions, supportive partner and no medical conditions.
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